
Summary. Despite advances in regenerative medicine
and tissue engineering, human skin substitutes remain a
clear goal to achieve. Autografts remain the principal
clinical option. The long-term changes in dermis, as well
as its response after injuries, are not well known.
Research in this field has been hindered by a lack of
experimental animal models. This study analyzes the
architectural dermal scaffold (collagen and elastin fibers
plus fibrillin-microfibrils) changes in a model of human
skin pressure ulcers in mice.

Immunosuppressed NOD/Scid mice (n=10) were
engrafted with human skin of dimensions 4x3 cm. After
60 days as a permanent graft, a pressure ulcer (PU) was
created in the human skin using a compression device.
Three study groups were established: full-thickness skin
graft before (hFTSG) and after applying mechanical
pressure (hFTSG-PU). Native human skin was used as
control group. Evaluations were conducted with visual
and histological assessment. Scaffold components from
each group were compared by immunohistochemical
staining (tropoelastin, collagen I and III, metalloproteins
(MMP), fibulins, and lysil oxidases (LOX) among
others).

The long-term engrafted skin showed a certain
degradative state of dermis scaffold, as noticed by the

active expression of MMPs and tropoelastin compared to
native skin. However, a great reparative response after
pressure ulcer onto the engrafted skin was observed. A
significant increase of fibrillin microfibrils components
(TGF-β, MAGP-1 and fibrillin-1), and matrix
suprastructures of collagen I, III and LOX lead to an
active restructuration of dermal tissue. 

Our human skin model in mice revealed the
important role of the dermal scaffold component to reach
skin stability and its capability to react to mechanical
pressure injuries. These results showed the important
role of dermal scaffold to support the histoarchitecture
and mechanosensation of the human skin. 
Key words: Human skin graft, Pressure ulcers, Wound
healing, Dermal scaffold, Fibrillin-microfibrils
components

Introduction

The skin is a vital organ in its entirety. In the face of
great losses due to traumatic accidents, burns, ischaemic
diseases or tumor resections, the current limitations of
substitutes that can be used in skin restoration become
evident. This generates a high economic cost and a great
impact on quality of life of patients. Allografts are not
currently possible, because the problem of rejection has
not been overcome. Current techniques of tissue
engineering have been focused on developing substitutes
of human skin. Ideal skin substitutes should not only
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provide a stable cover, but preserve the dynamic ability
to react and regenerate itself after external injuries
(MacNeil, 2007; Groeber et al., 2011). Skin substitutes
have still to be improved in order to resemble autologous
skin graft (Dieckmann et al., 2010; Debels et al., 2015).
In spite of different recent advancements, autologous
full-thickness skin graft is still the only clinical solution
for cutaneous coverage. In certain clinical scenarios, the
available autograft is a potential limitation. For these
cases, some previously published studies report the
recovery of tissue integrity, considering this the end
point of the healing process (Soria et al., 2014). There
are not long-term studies about the behavior of the
grafted skin to see if it has regained its native properties
and its ability to respond to external aggressions. We
focused our attention on extracellular matrix (ECM)
proteins which conform the dermal scaffold and undergo
adaptive changes during the aging process and after
different injuries.

We have interest in the architectural importance of
human dermal scaffold in long-term skin grafts onto a
special immunosuppressed mouse (NOD-SCID). This
scaffold is formed by main fibrillar protein aggregates
(elastic and collagen fibers) and fibrillin-microfibrils.
These heterogenous proteins are organized as individual
or associated proteins conferring a structural
microenvironment that modulates cell signaling by local
growth factors and mechanical forces (Ramirez., 2015).
The elastic and collagen fibers allow to respond to
stretching and distention forces, which are fundamental
in the remodeling processes (Corallo et al., 2017). The
elastic fiber organization is a sequential process in which
fibulins (Debels et al., 2015; Nyström et al., 2017),
fibrillin 1 and Lysyl oxidases (LOX and LOXL-1) are
also involved (Juanyan and Guo-Ping, 2014). Fibrillins
act as a core for microfibrils (associate proteins such us
MAGP-1, fibulins) (Sengle and Sakai, 2015) providing a
scaffold for elastic fibers biogenesis and regulation of
growth factor TGF-β/BMP bioavailability (Ramirez and
Sakai, 2010). It is necessary to delve into the role that
the dermal fibrilar matrix plays as a dynamic scaffold to
guarantee the functionality of the tissue. The aim of this
study is to analyze the behavior of dermal scaffold of
fibrillar proteins in an already described long-term
model of human skin pressure ulcers in mice.
(Maldonado et al., 2014). The second objective is to
evaluate if this scaffold is able to react and regenerate
itself after mechanical pressure insult.
Materials and methods

Animals and human skin

Animals
The experimental animals for the model were male,

non-obese diabetic/severe combined immunodeficiency
(NOD.CB17-Prkdscid/NCrHsd) mice (n=10) (Harlan
Laboratories S.r.l. Barcelona, Spain). All mice were

caged under standard light and temperature conditions
with free access to food and water throughout the study.
All animals were sacrificed at the end of the study.
Experimental procedures were approved and regulated
by the Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee of
University of Alcalá and University Hospital of Getafe,
and were conducted in accordance with the European
Community Council Directive 2010/63/EU.

Human skin
Five samples of human skin were obtained with

prior informed consent from five female patients, mean
age 45 years old, subjected to abdominoplasty. Each
sample of human skin was used to graft two mice and to
take a piece of native human skin as control.

Skin graft and pressure ulcer model
Ten NOD-SCID mice were engrafted under general

anesthesia with a 4x3 cm full thickness patch of human
skin (hFTSG). After 60 days, a compression device (7x5
mm) delivering a pressure of 150 mmHg was applied to
the hFTSG in six of the ten mice. Three cycles of
compression-release (8 hours of clamping after 16 hours
of no compression) were applied to the hFTSG to
simulate a pressure ulcer (hFTSG-PU group). Further
details of the surgical procedure and the compression
device have been described previously (Maldonado et
al., 2014). Four mice were assigned to the hFTSG group
and were sacrificed after 110 days, while six mice were
assigned to the hFTSG-PU group and were sacrificed
after the complete closure of the PU (60 days plus 50
days of healing).
Immunohistochemistry

Samples of skin were obtained from the three groups
established: a) native human skin (n=5), b) hFTSG at
110 days post-transplant (n=4) and c) hFTSG-PU after
its complete closure (n=6). The tissue samples were
deparaffined, hydrated and equilibrated in PBS (pH 7.4).
The following were used as primary antibodies: rabbit
polyclonal anti-tropoelastin, anti-MAGP-1 (donated by
R. Mecham), anti-LOX, anti-LOXL-1 (donated by
Pascal Sommer), anti-FBLN4, anti-FBLN5, anti-FBN-1,
anti-COL-I, anti-COL-III, anti-MMP-1, anti-MMP-2,
anti-MMP-9 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK), mouse
monoclonal anti-α-actin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
Missouri, USA), and mouse polyclonal anti-TGF-β
(Millipore, Massachusetts, USA). Samples were then
incubated with the appropriate secondary antibodies:
anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG) (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, Missouri, USA) or anti-mouse IgG (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA). For tropoelastin,
FBL-4, FBLN-5, FBN-1, MAGP-1, LOX, LOXL-,
MMP-1, MMP-2, and MMP-9, TIMP-2 antibodies, the
antigen-antibody reaction was detected by a peroxidase-
labeled avidin-biotin procedure. The chromogenic
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substrate contained diaminobenzidine (DAB). For COL-
I, COL-III and TGF-β, the alkaline phosphatase
procedure was performed. The chromogenic substrate
contained α-napthol and fast-red. Nuclei were
counterstained with Carazzi’s hematoxylin. A negative
control of the technique was performed without the
primary antibody. Tissue sections were examined under
a Zeiss Axiophot light microscope equipped with an
AxioCam HRc (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). A
digital camera was used for observations. 
Microscopic examination

Immunostaining in the tissue was assessed by two
independent histologists (J.B and N.G-H) blinded to the
outcome measure. In each sample, immunohisto-
chemical staining was scored using the following scale:
0-1, minimum staining (0-25%); 2, moderate staining
(25-65%); 3-4, strong staining (65-100%). This
procedure is a minimal modification of the
immunoreactive score (ISR score) (Remmele and
Stegner, 1987; Pérez-Rico et al., 2014). 
Statistical analysis

Distribution of the ISR data was analyzed through
normality test and graphs. Median and interquartile
ranges were used for descriptive variables. As non-
parametric tests, we used the Kruskal-Wallis test for
variables with three categories by adjusting the level of

significance in comparisons with subsequent pairs; and
the Mann-Whitney U test for variables presenting two
categories. Stratification was performed in a second
stage for each of the three studied regions. The analysis
of the data was performed using SPSS v22. software
(SPSS Inc. Chicago, IL, USA). p-values <0.05 were
considered statistically significant.
Results

We have investigated the behavior of the skin in the
groups: long-term human full thickness skin graft
(hFTSG) and hFTSG after pressure ulcer (hFTSG-PU).
Native human skin was used as control.

Longitudinal sections of the three study groups are
displayed as follows (Fig. 2): native skin (A), hFTSG
110 days after being grafted (B), and hFTSG-PU after
recovering from the mechanical injury (50 days after the
pressure ulcer was performed) (C). The dermal scaffolds
were studied as topological distribution of the
extracellular matrix proteins corresponded essentially to
two main areas: deep dermis - extracellular matrix
dermis (ECM), papillary dermis (PL) and interface
mouse-Human (I). 

We focus the fibrillar-microfibrillar dermal
components as scaffold able to suffer modifications after
two important events: long term adaptation of the human
skin after process of taking and its capability to respond
against a mechanical insult (inducing changes in the
fibrillar-microfibrillar scaffold). 
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Fig. 1. Photographs of the different study groups. A. Native human skin (n=5). B. human full thickness skin graft (hFTSG). C. Stable hFTSG (n=4). D.
Compression device used on hFTSG. E. hFTSG-PU 7 days. F. hFTSG-PU 40 days (n=6).



Human full thickness skin graft (hFTSG) vs. native
human skin group

In the human skin, elastin component was evaluated
using the protein distribution and expression of
tropoelastin (TE). We observed important changes in
intensity and overall in the distribution of this protein,
compared to control group. The intensity of TE
expression was significantly greater (p<0.01) in the
superficial dermis, like a manifestation for fibers elastic
redistribution in the top of dermal layer. (Fig. 2A). A
distinct TE deposit in an unusual localization at the peg
of epidermal papilla was noticed (Fig. 3). 

Human skin grafts were integrated within host tissue
(NOD/Scid mouse). We observed the participation of the
mouse tissue and its reactivity in the interface mouse-
human and around the entire human skin graft (Fig. 2B). 

No relevant changes were observed in the expression
of fibulins 4 and 5 after skin transplantation in the
NOD/Scid mouse. In native human skin, fibulin 4
appeared in areas of papillary dermis. Expression of
these proteins was weak in the hFTSG group. Fibulin 5
expression was more evident in a superficial ECM band
in the hFTSG group.

The activity for TGF-β had a similar expression to
MAGP-1 and both markers did not shown activation in

the long-term human skin grafts. Important changes for
Collagen I and III were observed in their redistribution
and intensity. 

The process of dermal remodeling was active. An
improved dermal-epidermal junction area and collagen
fiber remodeling in the PL of the hFTSG were noticed. 

The human skin graft showed active expression for
MMP-2 and moderate for MMP-9 with a weak presence
for TIMP-2 in the long term.

Vessels and myofibroblasts in dermis and interface
areas presented overexpression of α-actin, corresponding
to contraction mechanism. The rejection process was
tested with the presence of NK-1 cells in the interface
areas.

As a summary, the human skin graft onto a
NOD/SCID mouse was able to survive in good health
after 110 days. The adaptation process included
reorganization of the dermal scaffold. This was proven
with the redistribution of main fibrillar proteins
(collagen and elastin) at the top of the skin and in the
dermal-epidermal junctions. The fibrillin microfibrils
such as fibrillin1 and lysyl oxidases accompanied these
changes under the direction of TGFβ and MAGP1 as
part of the inflammatory response.

Viability of the skin graft was possible due to a
revascularization process. This was checked by the
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Fig. 2. Immunohistochemical staining for tropoelastin (magnification 5x, panoramic view) in human skin, n=5 (A), hFTSG, n=4 (B) and hFTSG-PU, n=6
(C). Papillary layer (PL), extracellular matrix (ECM) and interface area between donor (human) and host tissue (NOD/Scid mouse) (*). x 5.



vessels activity (α-actin) and the myofibroblast activity
in the interface territories. 
Grafted human skin after pressure ulcer (hFTSG-PU)
versus hFTSG group and native human skin group

The engrafted skin subjected to a mechanical insult
was able to react and repair itself. We studied again the
fibrillar scaffold as part of dermal components.

In hFTSG-PU, TE expression did not change
compared to hFTSG. There was a significant TE
increase in the hFTSG-PU group compared to the native
human skin group. After the mechanical injury, TE
expression was increased over that observed for the skin
graft interface (p<0.01) (Fig. 2C).

A weak expression of fibulins 4 and 5 was observed
in hFTSG-PU group. The expression of fibrillin 1 was
observed in all the examined areas. Activity intensity
differed significantly (p<0.05) in the ECM of hFTSG-PU
compared to the native human skin and hFTSG (Fig. 4).

TGF-β expression intensity was detected in the
dermal tissue (ECM and PL) after mechanical insult.
Significance (p<0.05) was attained in the ECM for
hFTSG-PU versus native human skin (Fig. 4C).

Proinflammatory cytokines (TGF-β) are considered
important because they stimulate collagen synthesis,
allowing the recovery of the mechanical properties of the
tissue.

MAGP-1 expression was observed in the ECM and
PL of human skin samples. Expression intensity in both
areas was higher for hFTSG, with significance (p<0.05)
shown for hFTSG-PU versus native human skin (Fig.
4B). Again, the remodeled tissue after mechanical insult
was activated to recover the ECM's components.

The tissue expression of LOX and LOXL-1 (lysyl
oxidase and lysyl oxidase-like 1), involved in elastic and
collagen fiber maturation, showed an important
presence. LOX and LOXL-1 staining intensities were
observed in the hFTSG-PU group (p<0.01). Given the
role of these proteins in stabilizing collagen and elastic
fibers, their expression may be linked to the recovery of
these components (Fig. 6).

Collagen I deposition was more extensive in the PL
(p<0.05) and ECM (p<0.01) after mechanical insult
(hFTSG-PU group) than in native human skin group.
This effect would offer resistance to force, tension and
stretch to this remodeled surface. It was remarkable the
collagen fibers disposition in small wires cross bundles,
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Fig. 3. Immunohistochemical staining for tropoelastin. A. Scores for the different groups. B, C, D. positive expression in hFTSG. E. hFTSG-PU. HS=5,
hFTSG=4 and hFTSG-PU=6.



remembering the collagen I fibers collapse and
crosslinking due to ageing process (Fig. 5A). 

Immunostaining for Collagen III was detected in the
ECM areas of all samples. These reticular fibers provide

a supportive scaffold, and their levels were increased in
the hFTSG-PU group. The presence of this protein in the
PL was higher in the hFTSG-PU group compared to
hFTSG and native human skin groups (p<0.01). In the
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Fig. 4. Immunohistochemical staining for fibrillin-1, MAGP-1, and TGF-β. A, B, C. Scores for the different groups. Positive expression in hFTSG for
fibrillin-1 (D) and TGF-β (G), in hFTSG-PU for fibrillin-1 (E), MAGP-1 (F), and TGF-β (H). HS=5, hFTSG=4 and hFTSG-PU=6.



ECM, significant differences were observed between
native human skin and hFTSG-PU (p<0.01) (Fig. 5B).

The remodeling and the state of fibrillar proteins
revealed an increase in MMP-2 activity after the
mechanical insult. The expression of this
metalloproteinase was maintained in similar levels in
hFTSG (especially around old native fibers in the ECM)
and hFTSG-PU. MMP-9 was absent in native human
skin and HFTSG-PU. In some case we observed the
presence of active granulomas and natural-killer cells
(MMP-1+) as isolated patches or in the interface zone
(Fig. 7).

In our model, the transition area between the mouse
tissue and the hFTSG was striking. Despite
immunosuppression and no graft rejection, the attempt
of graft isolation by mouse tissues was evident, and
granulomas with NK cells were present in some cases.
This was highlighted by the fibroelastic tissue and
adipose tissue around the human skin graft. The
recipient site (mouse) was able to react to mechanical
injury by generating a fibrous layer surrounding the
human skin, providing support in the presence of the
compression device. Differences in the distributions of
FBRN-1, LOX, TE and collagen were observed between

the hFTSG and the hFTSG-PU group in the transition
area (Table 1).
Discussion

In this study, we focus our interest on the behavior
of fibrillar-microfibrillar dermal scaffold in the long-
term transplanted human skin. In general, the dermal
tissue maintained structural and functional properties in
a similar way to native dermal matrix. We observed
activation and reactivity for elastic fibers only in the
human superficial band. The increase of MMP-2 and
MMP-9 evidences a certain grade of skin degradation. In
some histological samples, activity for MMP-1 is
interpreted as immune reaction. We think this is a novel
description about the implications of the dermal scaffold
proteins in a long term human skin transplant model.
This model could potentially be used as a standard
reference model for skin transplantation or for
generating new tissue-engineered skin substitutes.

Several mouse models of human skin transplantation
have been reported in the literature (Murray et al., 1994;
Soballe et al., 1996; Zillikens et al., 2001; Turgeon et al.,
2003; Ibrahim et al., 2014; Soria et al., 2014). However,
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Fig. 5. Immunohistochemical staining for collagen I and collagen III. A, B. Scores for the different groups. Positive expression in hFTSG for collagen I
(C, D) and collagen III (F), in hFTSG-PU for collagen I (E), and collagen III (G). HS=5, hFTSG=4 and hFTSG-PU=6.
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Table 1. Differential expression of different proteins along the areas studied in established study groups.

Antibody-anti Human skin (HS) Human skin grafted >100 days (hFTSG) Human skin grafted + pressure ulcer
>50 days (hFTSG-PU)

TE ECM Anchorage epidermal peg papilles (ELASTICITY) ECM and Interfaz CONTRACTION
Interfaz H/NODm CONTRACTION

FIBULIN 4 Interpapillar - -
FIBULIN 5 - Subepidermal band (TONE) -
FIBRILLIN 1 Dermal band ECM +++ Dermal ECM 
MAGP 1 ECM Interpapillar +++ Dermal ECM
TGF-b - - +++ECM
COL I ECM Dermal-epidermal joint +++ ECM and anchorage patches
COL III ECM Subepidermal band (TONE) ++Interpapillar and patches
LOX - Subepidermal band (TONE) +++Subepidermal and ECM
LOXL-1 - Subepidermal Subepidermal and ECM
MMP-2 - ECM + Interfaz H/m ECM + Interfaz H/m 
MMP-9 - ECM -
MMP-1 - NK cells NK cells

HS=5, hFTSG=4 and hFTSG-PU=6.

Fig. 6. Immunohistochemical staining for LOX and LOXL-1. A, B. Scores for the different groups. Positive expression in hFTSG for LOX (C) and LOXL-
1 (E), in hFTSG-PU for LOX (D), and LOXL-1 (F). HS=5, hFTSG=4 and hFTSG-PU=6.



these models do not offer a large enough area of normal
human skin for experiments such as the present whereby
a compression device was used to examine the graft's
response to mechanical insult.

Our analyses were conducted up to 110 days after
skin grafting, observing that the graft remained intact
from both a histological and visual perspective. Soria et
al. (2014) reported the maintenance of the human skin
immune system in their model of human skin on a NOD-
Scid IL2rnull (NSG) mouse. However, their skin
analysis was carried out 3-4 weeks after engraftment.
Longer follow-up periods of human skin grafts have
been reported by Demarchez et al. (1986), Kaufmann et
al. (1993), Erdag and Morgan (2002) or Turgeon et al.
(2003). However, in the majority of these studies, the
factors addressed were the rejection process and the
behavior of the epidermis.

Other models consisted of genetically engineered
human skin on the backs of NOD/Scid mice (Del Río et

al., 2002; Guerrero-Aspizua et al., 2010; Carretero et al.,
2011). The artificial skin described by Meana et al.
(1998) has shown valuable results. Selected
keratinocytes were assembled in a live fibroblast-
containing fibrin dermal matrix which was
orthotopically grafted onto mice. Although the authors
created a stable human bilayered skin, our histological
analysis reveals the human dermis as a much more
complex structure.

In our model, we examined extracellular matrix
protein profiles and distributions. In the grafted human
skin (hFTSG), the dermis reacted through the
neoformation and remodeling of fibrillary proteins
(collagen and elastin) towards the surface zone. This
reveals a role for these proteins to support the thick
epidermal layer (with numerous downgrowths),
providing stabilization. Collagen I was observed running
perpendicularly to the basal membrane and acting as
support for the epidermis. The semiquantitative analysis
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Fig. 7. Immunohistochemical staining in hFTSG. A. Granuloma with NK+ cells for MMP-1. B. hFTSG dermis expression for MMP-2. C. MMP-9 negative
in native skin. D. MMP-9 activity in ECM of hFTSG. HS=5, hFTSG=4 and hFTSG-PU=6.



showed no significant differences with respect to native
human skin. However, this orientation of the fibers is
remarkable from a morpho-functional point of view as
we commented in the results section. The typical
arrangement in parallel bundles of collagen is lost and
the fibers are collapsing forming cross-links in which the
accumulation of the dye observed in the histological
sections occurs. This process has been linked to the
aging process. Collagen III formed a dense band in the
superficial dermis, sparing the PL. In the hFTSG,
tropoelastin appeared on the interepidermal pegs like an
anchorage protection cap. Thus, these proteins were
detected in areas of great elasticity necessary to support
the epidermal ridge in the dermis. The other studied
proteins did not show statistical significance compared
to native skin in semi-quantitave analysis. However their
distribution varied in that lysyl oxidases, fibulin 5 and
MAGP-1 formed a subepidermal band. This new
distribution of fibrillar-microfibrillar matrix proteins in
our model suggests the great adaptation capacity of
human skin to a new host site. In histological terms, we
consider these changes similar to those observed during
normal wound healing, such as those reported after
excisional (Sotomayor et al., 2017) or incisional
(Gimeno et al., 2003) surgical procedures. 

Tissue engineering technology should be able to
recreate the complex three-dimensional structure of skin
as well as its function and response to damage. In this
context, the ECM is essential for tissue integrity, since
we know that cell behavior and phenotype are guided by
fibrillar-microfibrillar scaffolds (Wood, 2012; Tracy et
al., 2016). Currently, tissue-engineered skin substitutes
mimic both the epidermal and dermal layers of the skin.
Such constructs should be designed for rapid and reliable
cover, minimal pain or scar formation, avoiding rejection
and their easy application. However, to date even the
most advanced constructs available do not meet the
criteria for fully functional skin (MacNeil, 2007;
Metcalfe and Ferguson, 2007; Dieckmann et al., 2010).
None of them share the combined capacity of autologous
skin grafts to engraft, vascularize, provide epidermal
coverage and persist long term (Climov et al., 2016).

We believe that an important property of our skin
model was its retained capacity to react to mechanical
insult. After PU healing (hFTSG-PU group), the dermis
showed an increased activity of all the studied proteins
compared to native human skin. Significant differences
compared with hFTSG were recorded for collagen I,
collagen III, LOX and fibrillin-1. All these proteins are
related to further strengthening of the collagen and
elastic components targeted at creating a fibrillar
extracellular matrix in response to mechanical injury.
These results indicate that the hFTSG maintained its
ability to react against an insult, and was able to
synthesize and organize the necessary proteins like the
native human skin.

Finally, we studied the response produced in the
mouse host, represented by the transition area with the
hFTSG. Our immunosuppressed mouse model showed

attempts to isolate the transplanted tissue by developing
a fibroelastic capsule in some areas. This capsule
displayed a high concentration of collagen and elastin.
These proteins define a powerful contraction system, as
seen in our model, in which we have observed retraction
of the grafted skin (Maldonado et al., 2014). After
mechanical stimulation (hFTSG-PU), the amount of
fibrous tissue increased, allowing greater support and
less contraction. Accordingly, the skin was able to
regenerate by laying down matrix proteins as a potent
scaffold to form a fibrous and stable skin.

In summary, our model illustrates two important
properties of the human dermis to understand the role of
any tissue engineered scaffold. First, the dermis fibrillar-
microfibrillar components as scaffold is not static but a
very dynamic structure, with specific proteins in specific
locations; and second, the dermis as scaffold is able to
initiate an inflammation and regeneration process in
response to injury. This process occurs as a whole organ
(epidermis plus dermis) and readapts to the new external
conditions. All these characteristics are essential for any
future extracellular matrix construct.
Conclusion 

One important property of the extracellular matrix is
its ability to adapt its protein profile in response to a
mechanical stimulus. We detected an expanded fibrillar-
microfibrillar compartment designed to offset the
impacts of the stimulus. When skin is transplanted in an
adequate niche or a construct or scaffold is designed, it is
important to reproduce tissue features in homeostasis
and to consider that potential forces and stimuli should
trigger the redistribution of its fibrillar-microfibrillar
components. We propose that future bioengineering
constructs should try to reproduce these static and
dynamic findings. 

Based on our human skin animal model, we were
able to check the stability of dermal scaffold in a long-
term transplanted human skin and its retained capacity to
react after a pressure ulcer. The fibrillar-microfibrillar
proteins of the human dermis act as a scaffold and their
redistribution close to the dermo-epidermal junction
guarantee the stability of the epidermis.
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